
So I have ridden my SB66 quite a lot now and have added a few further extras 
including an invisiframe kit, a reverb dropper and a 50 mm renthal stem oh and one 
of those mucky nutz mudguards on the front.
My initial rides were one of , "what on earth have I done spending all this money on a My initial rides were one of , "what on earth have I done spending all this money on a 
bike that feels hardly any better than my 575" , but after perhaps four rides when I 
got settled this moved to a " crikey this is awesome" and beyond that with every ride 
since. A friend of mine has since moved from a 575 to a 66 too and others are joining 
'the tribe' in my peer group , I am in my mid forties who is addicted to MTB and it 
seems that others are moving across to what is an excellent ride, yes expensive but 
not quite Santa claws, oops I mean Santa Cruz money and there are the new kids on 
the block like nukeproof but they're as heavy as an elephant ...the block like nukeproof but they're as heavy as an elephant ...
Anyhow, the 66 is an absolute dream, I have a large on and yes it's long but so is my 
575. This is the first time I have used tubeless tyres and with the 34 mm fox forks it's 
a dream and feels so light in comparison to the 575 which is running fox talas 36 
forks. The whole bike feels more taught and just well, lighter on the climbs. For a bike 
with six inches of travel it flys up the climbs and the suspension, somehow doesn't 
bob and I am almost 15 stones so not a light guy!
In straight comparison to the 575 it feels lighter on the climbs, the suspension, fox on 
both, is far more soft and supple and absorbs everything in its stride. My pace on the 
downs is faster which shocked me when comparing times and that's in winter 
compared to summer times on the 575 ! The ride feels a more on, than in the bike 
and I have had to get used to that as my 34 inch inside leg and 6 feet stature means 
that a large remains order of the day and the reach is a long one which is now 
addressed with a shorter stem, all in all a huge positive step forward in my opinion
So climbs are great and on the fast flat but rocky sections it's like riding along silk, So climbs are great and on the fast flat but rocky sections it's like riding along silk, 
the whole thing feels perfect then onto the downs it's smooth as can be and so fast. I 
have changed from a triple as used to find myself in the big ring a lot but the double 
on the 66 is great with XT being precise too, exactly as it should be. I upgraded the 
brakes, well a costly change for hope e4 brakes where i know that XT are most 
probably better but I love the British brakes so there we go and they are faultless and 
have perfect support should anything untoward happen from my experiences. I am 
yet to feel total confidence in the maxxis ardent tyres all was good but in the recent yet to feel total confidence in the maxxis ardent tyres all was good but in the recent 
cold wet weather I seem to have lost some confidence after a few years of faultless 
riding on maxxis advantage, perhaps it's just me and pressures being too high at 
35-40 so we'll see about that.
 
I shall be raining with The Tribe for a few years to come for sure, cheers yeti you have 
done well , again and I have no interest in this 27.50 malarkey for a few years yet and 
have no regrets .
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